
APE Pile Driving School
Topics

• Roman drop hammers 
• Pile Types
• Pile Tips & Splices
• Mandrels and Followers
• Leads: Swing, Fixed, Fixed Extended
• Pile Driving Rigs
• Diesel hammers: Single, Double
• Hydraulic impact hammers
• Press Pile Drivers
• Pile Testing
• Pile Inspection
• Pile Cutting
• Vibratory Pile Driver/Extractors

• Noise & Hammers
• Understand Soil Types
• Driven Grout Piles
• Augered Cast-in-Place Piles
• Bored Displacement Piles
• Wick Drains
• Vibroflotation
• Drilled Piles
• Vibro Compaction
• Tie Backs
• Soil Nailing
• Pin Piles
• Anchored Piles

• Jetting
• Air Lifts
• Learning from the Internet
• Crane Signals
• How To Drive & Extract:

 Wood Piles
 Concrete Piles
 Pipe Piles
 H-Beams
 Vibrated Beam Slurry Wall
 Concrete and Wood Sheets
 Steel Sheets
 Casings
 Caissons
 Power Poles
 Helicopter
 Underwater

CARPENTERS-EMPLOYERS

APPRENTICESHIP & TRAINING

TRUST FUND OF WESTERN WASHINGTON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the topics that will be discussed.  We start with the Roman drop hammer and end with instructions on how to drive different types of piles.



Hammer classification chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the types of pile drivers as they were invented.



Hand Held
Pile Driver



Man Powered 
Drop Hammers



Machine 
Powered Drop 

Hammers



On Shore
Air Hammers



Air
Steam 

Hammers



Off Shore Steam or Air Hammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vulcan 6300 Air/Steam hammer for off shore pile driving.



Diesel Hammers



Delmag’s D200



Hydraulic
Impact 

Hammers



Hydraulic Impact Hammers



Hydraulic Impact Hammers



Hydraulic Impact Hammers

Menck IHC



Junttan Hydraulic Impact Hammer



Low 
Headroom
Hydraulic







Vibratory Pile Driver/Extractors



Sonic Impact 
Hammers



Simple Pile 
Driver

-

Driving Pile 
with Maul

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The simplest tool for driving a nail, rod, pole or pile is a falling weight.  Primitive pile drivers were precisely that: a hand ram or a maul.  As piles became larger, their mass increased, and thus, a need for a larger pile hammer.



The Hand Ram

As piles became longer, thicker and thus heavier, the falling 
weight had to be increased in size.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This pile hammer requires two men to lift the weight.  As piles continued to increase in size, larger hammers were developed.



The hand 
operated 

machine maul.

As weight of the ram 
increased,  more man 
power was required.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In these times, 12 people or more were given ropes to pull.  Songs were created to keep rhythm.  



Introduction of pile driving leaders systems and other new components.

Head sheave

Pile guide or leader system
Also called “leads”

Ram, lump, or piston

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As drop hammers continued to grow, the development of a guiding system was introduced.  We are going to take a close look at these early tools because they are the roots of our common terminology today.  For example, this drawing shows a drop hammer sandwiched between to vertical wood square poles.  This is called the leader system for the hammer and this term is still used today.  When we say leader or leads, we are referring to the guiding system that is used to keep the hammer in position over the pile.  Also, notice the cable sheave at the top of the leads.  This is called the head block.  Any time you see a leader with a sheave at the top of the leads then you can describe this portion of the system as the head block assembly.  Some leads do not have sheaves at the top.  We will go over leader systems in detail later. The important thing to know is that knowing the basic terms will help you grasp a better understanding of pile driving equipment.  So far, you know what a hammer is and have learned what guides or leaders are.



Tripping Device

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice in the drawing the lifting cable is mounted to a device above the ram.  This device is called the “tripping Device” or simply the “trip”.   The term “trip” is used today to describe the device that allows the ram to drop.  In this case, a rope was attached to a simple trip arm.  Once the proper drop height was reached, the crew pulled on the trip arm, causing the ram to fall.  Today, we see a more complex versions of this tripping device on air and diesel impact hammers.  Tripping devices can get very complex on the latest types of pile driving equipment.  Regardless of the technology, when a ram is tripped it means that it has been released to fall.  This is another example of rudimentary pile driving terms being used in today’s pile driving world.  The trip made it easy to drop the ram from the same height each and every blow.  This was the beginning of the pile driving engineer’s ability to make accurate calculations on blows per foot.  This lead to the development new math formulas. 



Simple trip system designed 
by the Romans.

Treadmill Driver with Rope Trip Release



Ancient 
Drop 

Hammers
The drop hammer is a heavy weight 
lifted and dropped on the pile.  It 
operates in guides that position the 
impact.  In the past (and still 
occasionally) the weight is lifted by 
man or horse power.  Now a line on a 
crane or a winch raises the weight to 
a predetermined height where a trip 
releases it to fall freely on the pile.

The weight of the ram is not less than 
one third the weight of the pile.  A 
suitable cap with cushion material is 
used on the pile to distribute driving 
forces.  Drop hammers are still 
commonly used in some parts of the 
world.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When showing this slide:  Point to components and provide class with names of each component.



River Current Wheel 
Pile Driver

With Slotted Single 
Lead

Paddles drive the 
mechanism to lift the 

ram.



Drop Hammer Sizes.

Standard drop hammers
weigh from 500 to 3,000 

lbs. In round number 
hundred weights.

50,000 lb Vulcan drop hammer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard drop hammers weigh from 500 to 3,000 lbs., in round hundred weights.  



The available impact energy 
delivered per blow by a drop 

hammer is calculated simply by 
multiplying the weight of the 

hammer times its height of fall.

Weight x Height = Energy



Impact energy delivered per blow by a drop hammer is 
calculated simply by multiplying the weight of the 

hammer times its height of fall.

The higher the drop height, the greater the energy

Simple equation:  

3,000           X   2 feet   =         6,000 ft. lbs.

(ram weight) x (height) = Energy in Foot pounds

2 foot drop

3,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The available impact energy delivered per blow by a drop hammer is calculated simply by multiplying the weight of the hammer times its height of fall. Here is the math for this 3,000 pound drop hammer dropping on the pile from two feet. Weight of ram:    3,000 lbs Height of Drop:   2 feet Weight of ram:    3,000 lbsHeight of Drop:   2 feet  Simple equation: 



A drop hammer 
weighing 3,000 lb.  

falling from 
20-feet with 
no bounce at 

impact would deliver 
60,000 ft-lbs of energy.



Whenever, upon striking the pile 
cap, the drop hammer bounces, 
twice the height of the bounce 
is deducted from the total 
height of fall to determine the 
net fall with which to calculate 
the delivered energy.

Re-bound 
Deduction

Deduct twice the bounce of the ram from the total drop height to determine net fall.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the rules was the “re-bound deduction rule”.  Engineers found that piles that were driven with a ram that was too light were not going into the ground.  So the small hammers that were being dropped from larger heights were ordered to subtract their bounce heights.  It was at this time that engineers determined that dropping from more than about eight feet was not productive.  For one, it took more time to raise the ram that high and drop it, which slowed down production.  These rules led to new developments in pile driving as you will see in the next slide.



Energy Transfer 
at impact.  

Dropping from 
too high will 
damage pile.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple drop hammers have the ability to increase energy by simply raising the ram drop height, since the higher the ram falls, the greater the energy.  This is true to a point.  As the ram is raised and dropped from higher heights, the ram velocity at impact increases.  There is a point that is reached when the hammer’s energy cannot transfer to the pile without damaging it.  Too much energy will cause the ram or weight to jump back up or cause the pile to fail.  The pile mushrooms or breaks because the energy is being delivered too fast for the pile to absorb it.  This is what happens when the ram velocity is too fast.  To stop this from happening, rules were developed.



The introduction of the drive cap.

Head block
Guides or leaders

Trip device

Ram

Pile cap (helmet)

Lifting 
winch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here again are some basic terms for the drop hammer device.  However, notice the new addition of a drive cap.  The drive cap was developed to protect the pile during pile driving.  



Pile cap or Drive cap

The cushion-pile cap 
combination serves as a “shock 
absorber”, blunting the sharp 
force loading on the pile at 
impact.

Wood

pile

Pile cap

Drop hammer

Wood cushion

Note:  concrete piles, which came much later in time, are protected 
by an additional wood cushion sandwiched between the top of the 
pile and the cap.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pile head or top of the pile is protected with a pile cap which the drop hammer strikes.  The pile cap rests directly upon the pile head and descends with the pile upon each blow of the hammer.  When the pile has been driven, the cap is slung to the hammer and lifted with the hammer to be set upon the next pile.  Please note that if this was a concrete pile, there would be an additional wood cushion between the pile and the cap.



A closer look at a drop hammer drive cap

Cushion material

Wood or steel pile.

Drive Cap Base

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This cap has changed over the years.  Cushion material used included wood or coiled wire rope.



Drop hammers are still used today.  
They are rudimentary pile drivers 

with elementary maintenance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drop hammer equipment maintenance is also elementary: keeping fresh cushioning material in the pile cap, watching the wear on the hoisting line and replacing it as needed.  More important is the preventive maintenance needed, as a result of the harsh service, on the hoist.





Drop hammer riding in front 
of leads driving concrete 

spun piles.



Drop Hammers – Pros and Cons

Pro points
• Low cost investment
• Reliable
• Lightweight

Cons points
• Cannot drop more than 8 feet 
• Slow production (4 to 10 blows per min.)
• Not accepted by many engineers due to 

inconsistent stroke and energy delivery.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drop hammer can get about 4 to 10 blows per minute.  



Drive Cap Base

Cushion material

Insert

Drive Cap Base



Striker plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steel striker plate.  Needs to be thinck



Hammer Cushion- Aluminum



Hammer Cushion



Cushion Material - Nylong



Inserts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insert for pipe piles



Sheet Pile Insert



Insert:  Square box type

Wood



Insert for H-beam and small pipe





Drive Cap Layout
(diesel hammer)

Diesel hammer

Rubber 
rebound ring

Anvil

Striker plate

Drive Cap base

Rigging of 
drive cap base 
to bottom of 
hammer 



Standard drive cap layout
Note proper rigging of 

drive cap to hammer and 
pipe insert to drive cap.

Striker Plate and Cushion
Diesel Hammer Drive Cap

Drive Cap Base & Pipe Pile Insert



Common Pile Types

Wood piles (Uncoated and coated)

H-Beams

Steel sheet piles

Square Concrete Piles

Octagon Concrete piles

Concrete Pipe Piles

Concrete Sheet Piles

Steel Pipe Piles

King Piles

Power Pole Foundations

Mini Piles

Casings and Caissons

Plastic Sheet Piles

Composite Pipe Piles

Tarpon Piles

Conductor Piles

Monotubes



Wood Piles



Circus of Arles 
900 A.D.



Wood Piles driven 
in 81 A.D. in Rome 

for a horse race 
track like that seen 

in the Movie 
Ben Hur

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These wood piles are now in a pile museum in Rome.  They were installed 81 years after the death of Jesus.  The piles were driven for a horse race track.  Investigation of the piles show us that they were installed in fresh conditions as green wood.  The trees were made of two kinds of oaks, Aleppo pine, parasol pine, and Sylvester Pine.  We know they were driven green because the bark is still on the piles, which would have been knocked off during driving if they were not green.  The trunk was freed from the bark and shaped with an ax to octagon over the full length and oly the last foot of the pile was then trimmed to a pyramidal section.  No tips were used probably because the soil was soft clay.  An interesting note is that the pile tips were cut asymmetric to avoid the weak heart of the trunk, but in the zone of firm wood.  This avoided any damage to the tips during driving.  The excellent condition of the piles after 1850 years proves the Romans knew what they were doing.  The cuts of the ax and saw blades are still visible.  Each pile has a brand name that was a cold iron pattern.  Two perfect readable marking indicate quality control and of the supplier of the materials.



Wood piles 
driven in 81 

A.D.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The early pile driver used man power.  Notice the ropes for six or more men to lift and drop the ram onto the wood piles.



Cut away view of actual foundation 
of Roman built structure.



Layout of 
driven wood 

piles for 
Roman Circus 

of Arles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It seems that the Roman engineers, who by the time of this project were working off nearly 900 years of previous pile driving experience, knew indeed the relation between load and settlement in soft clay.  They knew the number of piles per square unit should be determined according to the surcharge resulting that the load per pile of all piles should be almost the same.  Buildings founded on soft soil always face the problem of settlements.  The increased pile on the heavy end of the structure clearly shows that these Roman engineers had calculated the load and drove piles accordingly.



Modern wood piles, untreated.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wood piles are used for all types of building foundations.  The piles shown here are not treated.



Wood Piles
for false piles.
(untreated)
(Falsework)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wood piles are used for false piles- Temporary piles used to support falsework for supporting superstructure units until they are bolted, riveted or welded.  They are also used for temporary bridges, cofferdams, and pile templates.  See Falsework in the Glossary of terms.



Wood Pile Seawall



Wood Piles

Wood piles are common on older 
docks on the waterfronts.  They 
are banned in some areas due to 

creosote coating which is 
considered a health hazard.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is common to see wood piles under older docks on the waterfront.  Here, one has caught fire as it is being extracted with a vibro.  Actually, the creosote coated pile next to the one being extracted has ignited because of the friction from the vibrated pile captured in the vibro clamp.



Extracting wood piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wood piles are extracted and are purposely left partially in the soil so they can be rigged with a whip line for fast and easy handling and storage.  In is common to extract a series of piles and then come back with the whip and pull them the rest of the way out.  This speeds up the amount of piles pulled in a day.  Used wood piles are easily sold to piling suppliers for resale. 



Things to know about wood piles:

Timbers should be treated if cut-off elevation is above ground water.

Piles should be straight.  “Mother Nature” does not grow straight 
trees for piles, a guide is to stand ant one end, sight the other end, 
and the line of sight (or a string line) should not depart from the pile.  
The deviation should be always less than half a diameter.

Timber piles are generally driven toe down.

Become familiar with the ASTM Standard D25 (Standard Specification 
for Round Timber Piles) as to diameter-circumference-length ratios, 
cracks, checks, knots, etc.

Ends of timber piles should be cut off perpendicular to the pile axis to 
minimize local contact stresses.



Things to know about wood piles:

•The pile head may require trimming to fit the helmet or insert.

•There are approved splicing techniques for timber piles.  
However, all are costly and do little toward resisting lateral loads.  
The general rule is to avoid splices.



H-Beams
H-piles are wide flange structural steel shapes having width and 

depth of similar dimension, and the same thickness for flange and 
web.



H-Beams for 
bridge piles in 

Salt Lake

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams being driven using a Junttan Hydraulic impact hammer.  These piles support most of the bridges in Salt Lake City, Utah.



Driving
H-Beams 

with a 
vibro fitted 
with a 90 
degree 
turning 
plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beam piles are commonly used for bearing piles around the world.  Here, a small vibro drives battered H-beams for a dock expansion.



Driving H-Beams with a 
double acting diesel 

hammer mounted to an
H-Beam pogo leader

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-beams are not only used for piles, but in this case, the pile driving leader system too.  Two H-Beams welded together form the leader.



H-Beams being 
driven using an 
APE Model 200 
vibro in Saudi 

Arabia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams here are being used to shore up a 26 km storm drain for the King of Saudi Arabia in Jeddah.



H-Beams for 
retro-fit bridge 

work in California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams are used in California to shore up existing foundations that need to be retro-fitted to new earth quake requirements.



H-Beams for oil storage tanks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams are commonly used for support beneath large fuel depots and storage tanks.  



H-Beams 
driven using 

a unique 
hydraulic 
hammer 
made in 

Singapore.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams being driven for a housing project in Singapore.  The hammer shown in the picture is made by a Singapore company that uses old ship propeller shafts for the pile hammer ram.  Two hydraulic cylinders push the ram into the air and then quickly retract.  Note the three rigs in the background.  This job had 30,000 H-Beams.



H-Beams for a building in Arizona

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams here have been driven using a diesel hammer.  Note the damage some of the pile tops.



H-Beams being driven 
inside a pipe pile to add 

support to the pile 
structure.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These H-Beams are being driven inside an already driven pipe pile to add support to the pile structure.  The piles support the tunnel for the Bay Area Rapid Transit System in San Francisco.   



30,000 H-beams for housing in Singapore.

17 rigs drive H-Beams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams are driven into the re-claimed soil in Singapore.  The land is pumped from the sea floor.  The beams are driven to support housing projects and factories.  Note the amount of rigs in the back ground.  There were 17 rigs driving piles all at one time on this job.



Damaged H-Beams after extraction.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
H-Beams can suffer damage if driven in difficult soil conditions without a special tip for protection.  We will talk more about pile tips for piling later in this course.



More damaged H-Beams.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More damaged beams.  Usually this is caused by over driving and no protection at the tip.



H-Beam Filled
with Clay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a H-Beam being extracted.  Note how the flanges are filled with clay soil.  This make the extraction of this pile very difficult.  H-Beams are excellent friction piles because of their large area.



Steel Sheet Piles



Steel Sheet Piles



Interlocks for sheet piles

Pilebuck Magazine.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All manufacturers have the same basic objectives for their interlock designs.  1)  provide connection of individual sheets in order to form a continuous wall  2) the interlocks should permit reasonably free sliding to connect sheets during installation 3) Interlocks designed for tension applications should provide a guaranteed minimum pull strength.



Sheet 
Pile 

Shape



Dimension terms you should know





Sheet Piles Being 
Pressed in



Driving a sheet pile cell in California.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sheet piles are used for cofferdams.  In this case, extra lanes had to be added to an existing bridge over the Sacramento River.



Flat steel sheets

Z-Sheets



Sheets for a dam project in Kentucky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Circular cofferdams are used to block off the course of rivers so that workers can construct dams.  This picture shows a vibro extracting sheet piles after the dam project was finished.   Sheets are 105 feet long.



Long, Flat Sheets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you see long, Flat sheet piles being extracted and then loaded onto a special platform to avoid bending them when transporting them to a barge for storage.



Long sheets being properly handled after extraction



A monster sheet pile cofferdam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very large cofferdam using pipe piles for bracing.



Sheet piles for Air Force missile silos



Sheet piles to repair a river lock

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, sheets are driven to allow the repair of a broken gate on a river lock in Washington State.



Sheets for Shoring Pipe Lines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shoring up roads during the laying of water pipes and other utilities.



Sheet
Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Press for sheet piles.  Crane that sits on sheet piles.



Driving sheets 
with Press 
Machine.

Setting Sheets 
with Sheet Pile 

Crane.



Sheet 

H-Beam

Pipe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Silent pile drivers for sheets, pipe piles and H-Beam piles.



Sheet driving in steps with silent 
pile driver



Temporary 
Sheet Piles



Steel Sheet Piles- Z Sheets



Sheet Pile Wall with Whalers





Sheet Piles PS 31 at Olmstead Lock



Stacked
Sheet Piles



Square Concrete Piles



Square Concrete 
Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Square concrete piles are common in the United States and around the world.  Piles shown here are being driven using a Twinwood hydraulic impact hammer for a housing project in Singapore.



Square Concrete 
Piles being Driven 
by a Twinwood 

Hydraulic Impact 
Hammer.



Square piles damaged by ship



Square Concrete Piles



Square
Concrete

Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These square piles are no longer than 10 meters.  They are cast with a metal end and can be quickly welded together in the field.  Driving with special pile driving rigs is commonly used for driving spliced concrete piles.  These crews get paid by the amount of piles driven per day.  Singapore.



Extracting 
Square

Concrete
Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a vibro fitted with a special hydraulic clamp to fit onto the square concrete piles.  Piles are extracting by vibrating down at first, and then pulling upward.



Square 
Concrete 

Piles



21 inch square pile being pressed into the ground

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a Chinese press pile driver designed for eliminating all noise and vibration during driving.



Square Concrete Piles



Square Concrete Piles



Octagon Concrete Piles



Driving 
Concrete Piles



Octagon 
Concrete

Piles



Octagon Piles
in Hawaii



Concrete 
Octagon



Extracting 
Octagon 

Concrete Piles



Concrete
Octagon

Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Octagon piles being cut with a special concrete pile cutter.



Octagon piles ready for final pour

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the octagon piles have been trimmed and ready for the final concrete pour.



Concrete Pipe Piles



Concrete
Pipe Piles



Concrete Pipe
(Spun)



Concrete Pile 
Piles Driven with 
a Flying Hydraulic 
Impact Hammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Concrete pipe piles being driven with a flying hammer.  In this case, a Junttan Hydraulic impact hammer is fitted with a boot.  The piles are placed into a fabricated steel template to hold the piles plumb, eliminating the need for pile driving leads.  The piles are driven precisely by controlled blows of the variable stroke Junttan hammer.



Concrete pile 
being cut with a 

special cutter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, a concrete pipe pile is cut using a special pile cutter.



World’s Largest 
Driven

Concrete Pile
1953

15 foot diameter
120 foot long

Four Russian Vibros



Concrete Sheet Piles



Concrete
Sheet
Piles



Concrete Sheet Piles



Concrete Sheets



Concrete Screw Pile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The screw spliced concrete pile is built up of prefabricated reinforced concrete sections. Each concrete section has a continuous central reinforcement bar with a screw thread. The sections are joined together by means of this screw thread so that a pile is built up with continuous reinforcement. The splice can resist compressive forces, tensile forces and bending moments. In order to prevent corrosion, the screw splice can be protected from the environment by enveloping it in grease and by fitting a sealing ring. The pile sections are manufactured with great precision. In particular the end faces are tooled so that they are exactly at right angles to the pile axis. In this system it is impossible to fit the sections together skewed, so that a completely straight pile axis is produced. The screw spliced system is an improvement compared to the methods used for connecting sections in the past with respect to flexural rigidity, straightness of the pile, tensile strength, flexural strength, corrosion resistance, reliability and cost price. Due to the improved mechanical properties of the splice it has become possible to provide this sectional pile with an enlarged base or base plate. The pile is driven with a drop hammer. A special elastic driving cap has been developed for this which provides the best alignment between the drop hammer and the pile. This means that as much as possible of the pile-driving energy is used to drive in the pile and only a small amount of this energy is transmitted to the surroundings in the form of vibrations. This technique also makes it possible to drive the piles deep into the bearing stratum by using a relatively small drop hammer, so that a large bearing capacity can be attained. Various sizes of pile-driving rigs are available for this pile system. The pile is very suitable to be used in places where the working space is confined or the access is limited. ��APPLICATIONS OF SCREW SPLICED PILES: when the working height is limited or access space is confined; as a tension pile; when the pile has to resist bending moments or horizontal forces; when the building time is short; if a horizonatally rigid pile is required in the event that there are obstacles in the ground; it is possible to work without the danger of explosion; electrical machines can mostly be used, so that no exhaust gases are released. ��TECHNICAL INFORMATION ON SCREW SPLICED PILES: Dimensions ø 210 mm ø 280 mm length of concrete pile sections: 1,5 m 1,5m oder 2m grade of concrete: C35/45 C35/45 central bar: GEWI reinforcement bar ø 20 mm ø 28 mm grade of steel 500/550 500/550 minimum tightening moment 350 Nm 500 Nm; The slices near or above the ground water table (usually the splice between the top two sections of the pile) are protected against corrosion by fitting a closed cell polyethylene sealing ring and enveloping them in grease; Maximum angle deviation of pile head: 0.01 rad; The pile can be provided with an enlarged base or a base plate.�side of triangular base plate or base  �surface area of base �ø 210 mm��365 mm�0,0573 m² ø 280 mm��485 mm�0,102 m²; Length of pile: depending on soil conditions up to a maximum of approx. 30 m; Mechanical properties�allowable shaft bearing capacity  �allowable tensile force �allowable bending moment for a pile �under compressive force ø 210 mm�550 kN �90 kN��7,5 kNm ø 280 mm�950 kN�180 kN��16,5 kNm In the case of small or large axial forces and in tensile forces, the allowable bending moment in the pile only depends to a slight extent on the distribution of the reinforcement. The same requirements (reinforcement percentage) should be set on the central reinforcement bar for the forces which arise during the transport or pile-driving of the pile and in most cases during use as are set on a prefabricated concrete pile. Maximum rake 6:1; Minimum working height of 3 m, minimum access width required from 0.7 m; Minimum distance from centre of pile to a wall: from 400 mm, depending on the dimensions of the pile, the required type of machine and the working space available; Monitoring and testing: recording the set of the pile per number of blows. Subject to alteration

http://www.walinco.co.uk/g-bsegme.htm
http://www.walinco.co.uk/g-bsegme.htm


Steel Pile Piles



Large diameter pile piles for a bridge in Vancouver, B.C.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These large 36 inch pipe piles support a major bridge in Vancouver, B.C.  The piles were covered with plates so that rain water would not fill them prior to splicing the next section.



Pipe Piles inside a sheet cell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipe pile driven inside a sheet cell.  Notice the old wood pile that was part of an old foundation.



Spliced pipe 
piles under a 
bridge using 
twin vibros



Forklift lead system - Fraser River Pile



Pipe Piles

Junttan HHS9 driving 100 foot 
long piles in a series of splices 
under a bridge in California.



Excavator 
mounted 

leader system



Steel
Pipe
Piles



Closed 
Ended
Pile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a pipe pile that is driven into the soil and then filled with concrete and extracted.  The cone shaped tip stays in the ground.  This is a common type of pile Turkey for apartment buildings.





Menck Driving 
Pipe Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Menck, a German hydraulic impact hammer with a very unusual ram configuration, drive pipe piles.



Spiced Pipe Piles 
being driven 

under a bridge in 
California

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipe piles are excellent for splicing as in this project to retro-fit an existing bridge in California.  Note the piles can be driven from the side, allowing the pile to be as long as the total head room available.



Pile Piles being 
driven with a flying 

hammer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipe piles placed in a pile template and then driven with a variable stroke hydraulic impact hammer. 



Pipe piles used to protect a river bank from ice flow 
damage in Bethel, Alaska

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipe piles are driven along the river bank in Bethel, Alaska to protect a petrochemical tank.  The piles are filled with sand to prevent damage from ICE flows during the spring warm up.



Pipe Pile 
Covered 
with Clay 

During 
Extraction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pipe piles are very good friction piles because of the large surface area.  Here, a pipe pile is hard to extract due to massive amounts of clay bonded to the circumference of the pile.  This extraction process required a 10,000 inch pound vibro to wake up the pile.



Junttan Hydraulic 
Hammer Driving 
Pipe Piles in Salt 
Lake City, Utah 

USA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Junttan hydraulic impact hammer drives pipe piles in Salt Lake City.  Note special guiding system that allows the hammer to drop out of the bottom of the leads.  This helps drive the pile lower than the pile driving leads can be lowered but still maintain alignment of the hammer.  The telescoping guide system allows the hammer to drop another 15 feet below the leads.



King Piles



King Pile



Power Pole 
Foundations



Power Poles



Power Pole 
Foundations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power pole foundations hole up electrical power lines.



Power Pole Foundations



Power Pole 
Foundations







APE Model 200 
drives power poles 
while suspended 

from a helicopter. 

Power Pole Foundations



Power Poles are usually twelve sided

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Power poles are made with twelve sides to increase lateral load capacity.



Mini Piles



Mini Piles



Shell Pile



Mandrel driving steps for shell piles



Expanding Anchor Pile



Expanding Anchor Pile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This type of pile is driven into the ground and then expanded with compressed air.



Casings and Caissons



Driving 36 inch cans 
with a High Frequency 

APE Model 200 HF



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Twelve foot diameter casings being extracted with Super Kong.



Large Casings



Large
Diameter

Piles

Twin APE King Kongs

Driving 8 foot caissons.



Large 
Diameter 
Casings

with Rebar 
on Top



Plastic Sheet Piles



Plastic Sheet Piles



Plastic Sheet Piles





Heavy duty plastic sheets



Composite Piles



Composite Piles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pile that is plumb is composite.



Fiberglass Tubular Piling
• Strong

• Durable

• Warrantied Performance

• Non-polluting

• Fender pile

• Bearing piles

• Dolphins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fiberglass piles.  www.pilelineonline.com



Tapertube piles



Tarpon Piles



Tarpon Piles

APE King Kong driving Tarpon 
piles 400 feet under water

GPS system mounted on top 
of vibro.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used to support low cost oil recovery rigs.



Conductor Piles



Conductor 
Pipe 

For Oil 
Exploration

APE Model 200 extracts 250 foot long conductor pile on North Slope.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used for drilling of oil.



Monotube Piles



Monotube 
Piles











Followers



Steel follower

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This a 



Close up view of top of follower



Followers:
For Optimum Energy Transfer the Impedance (“ dynamic
stiffness” ) of the follower should match that of the pile.

1.)Equation  (            )/()/( followerpile cEAcEA ≈
where E= Young’s Modulus, in kips/square inch,

A= Cross-sectional area, in square inches
C=material wavespeed

Using this approach the area of a steel follower for a
concrete pile would be about 20% of the area of the
concrete.


Followers:


For Optimum Energy Transfer the Impedance (“dynamic stiffness”) of the follower should match that of the pile.  
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where 
E= Young’s Modulus, in kips/square inch,




A= Cross-sectional area, in square inches




C=material wavespeed


Using this approach the area of a steel follower for a concrete pile would be about 20% of the area of the concrete.


Followers:


Followers must be TOUGH, and it is not uncommon to nearly double the Impedance, or Area, of a follower from that suggested by Equation 1. above, even though this causes a reduction in driving Efficiency. 


Because a follower is reused, follower design must consider fatigue strength of the material and weldments.  


Wave Equation Analysis is an effective tool for predicting stresses and driving efficiencies for various proposed configurations


Dynamic measurements with a PDA may provide useful information and may help to calm concerns surrounding follower use. 
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Followers:
A Follower must be TOUGH, and it is not uncommon
to nearly double the Impedance, or Area, of a
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though this causes a reduction in driving Efficiency.
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Followers:


A Follower must be TOUGH, and it is not uncommon to nearly double the Impedance, or Area, of a follower from that suggested by Equation 1, even though this causes a reduction in driving Efficiency. 


Because a follower is reused, follower design must consider fatigue strength of the material and weldments.  


Wave Equation Analysis is an effective tool for predicting stresses and driving efficiencies for various proposed configurations


Dynamic measurements with a PDA may provide useful information and may help to calm concerns surrounding follower use. 




Pile Points, Splicers, and Boots



Pile points and splices



H-Pile Points



H-Pile Points for Rock



H-Beam Splicers



Cutting Shoes- inside or outside



Conical Points for Pile Piles



Pipe Pile Couplers



Timber & Sheet Pile points



Sheet Pile Protectors



Backing Rings and Pipe Caps
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